~ A Life in Thin Slices ~
Welcome!
Welcome to my memoirs. Writing “A Life in Thin Slices” is my substitute for
writing a blog. Commercial writers are “supposed” to develop and maintain a
blog according to the accepted wisdom of Internet marketing. Maybe that’s true,
but Grief! This old goat is more out of the box than
in it.
This will always be a work in progress. It is rough.
It may get rougher. I write a paragraph, or a
thought at a time, seldom in sequence. As you
scroll through, events will pop up in chronological
order. However, that is not how they enter my
head. Records of Life Past come, pass, and go—
ephemera in a kaleidoscope that both revolves and
moves on. Eventually, the text will fill in. In that
sense this draft is both an experiment and my
scrapbook in words. Pictures may follow, but at
this point half of our family photos are stored in
Dorset, England, and later ones of younger generations are in Toronto.
I invite you to read my text as it takes shape, here. It will not be published by me,
or anyone else. It ain’t “litriture”and it’s not intended to be. However, standard
copyright conditions apply. I have turned off “Copy text” and “Copy document”
in this .PDF document. What you read is likely to fill out, to change. It may
improve. Return in a week or a month to find a more recent draft. A couple of
readers have asked me to indicate what text is new. So, from now on I shall insert
new stuff in colour—(Yes, “colour”. Expect some British and Canadian spelling
and punctuation)—so that readers can locate recent copy.
Reader, may the Fates treat you and your kindred kindly.
Copyright © Robert Fripp, 2012
This most recent draft: Wednesday, March 13, 2013 (Auto-update)

A Life in Thin Slices
begins overleaf =>
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A Life in Thin Slices
I HAVE A CLEAR MEMORY, which is likely false, of a dank, darkening twilight. To
the left of the frame, the silhouette of a woman in a hat and winter coat stands in
profile, holding the handlebar of a pram. The hood of the pram is partly raised and
the child in it may be sitting up. Both persons, if there are two, are looking away,
towards the same objective as the observer—the observer of course is me. The
figures are looking into light breaking from an open door behind them. It must be
a church door, because the bright aperture rises to a gothic peak. Possibly this is
the west end of a small church, not set back but close to the edge of a city
pavement. I shall not write more about this freeze-frame (frieze-frame) lest I
embellish it. I do not intend fiction, so I stop. That is what I recall, exactly. That is
the image my mind calls up or invents.
I fancy that this is my first conscious memory, and that my father and my
stepmother are getting married in the light beyond the open door. The date must
be sometime in the late autumn of 1945. It’s nearly winter. This is Portsmouth,
grim, grey Portsmouth, a city bombed for years, now mightily relieved that the
war is over but still weary, unable to rest on its hard-won victory because of its
need to rebuild.
Portsmouth in 1943 was neither the place nor time in which I would have
chosen to be born. Wartime newsreels show film of air raids on Coventry and
London. Those images were released to serve as powerful domestic and foreign
propaganda. After the Germans wearied of London, Portsmouth remained a
strategic target which the Luftwaffe bombed as long as it was capable of flight.
Not one frame of Portsmouth’s torment was filmed for general release. The Royal
Navy docks were the obvious launching point for the fleets that would carry men
and materiél to an event that would happen in 1944. That event didn’t have a
name until it suddenly dawned as D-Day. Meanwhile, Portsmouth was sealed,
casual access restricted, trains stopped and inspected, baggage opened, cameras
forbidden and news censored lest image or word should convey a shred of aid,
comfort or information to the enemy. Portsmouth extinguished the flames of its
fiery nights in private.
Everything is wrong with the freeze-frame I represent as my first
conscious memory. The pram holds a child, and since the observer is me, that
child cannot be. The woman bundled against the damp may be my nanny, Nannie,
who would soon leave my life. Anyway, if Nannie and I were there at all, we
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would surely have been inside the building, not in the street. I never consciously
dreamed up this image. It has always been with me. In the jigsaw of a life, it may
make sense as an early molecule of memory.
Facts behind this mirage, my molécule intégré, need explaining. I was
born in Portsmouth in July 1943, in what may have been a maternity home, a
‘cottage hospital’ as such places were called. My birth certificate records the
address, 16 Derby Road. (The building survived the war, retaining a fine Regency
front.) My mother, Edith Winifred (née Parker) Fripp, took me home to her
parents’ house in Cosham, at the north end of town.
Four months later, in late November, Mother rode her bicycle south,
apparently hoping to rent a furnished room rather than stay with her parents. To
put it briefly, she and a Royal Navy lorry collided on Portsmouth High Street,
where she suffered a fractured skull and died.
I would not learn about this—or any other part of the related story—until
after my eighteenth birthday. At that point the story came out, slowly revealed in
shards of conversation across growing, decades-long intervals. Even as an adult I
have never asked to see the full report of the coroner’s inquest. Not that it matters
at this remove.
How ironic—to be killed by the Navy. My father and both of my
grandfathers had spent their working lives in the service of the Royal Navy. In
naval parlance, they were “Thirty-year men”.) My father and his siblings were
even born in the Royal Navy’s dockyard at Valetta, Malta. Their first language
was Maltese.
When my birth mother died, my father was at sea. Lt. Cdr. Eric Charles
Fripp, M.B.E., R.N., was the engineer officer on a destroyer assigned to escort
convoys on the Murmansk Run. Two years earlier he had been awarded his
M.B.E. (Mil.) for extending by days the life of his torpedoed Tribal class
destroyer, HMS Somali. (Somali had just escorted Convoy PQ-18 into
Murmansk.) The Royal Navy, of course, was why my parents and maternal
grandparents, the Parkers, lived in Portsmouth, close to the dockyard, under the
bombs.
I had completed university, married in New York State, and moved to
Toronto before my former nanny, Kate Bryan, told me that my maternal
grandmother, Ada (née Wade)Parker, had had a mastectomy shortly before my
birth mother’s death; her postoperative depression may have been why my birth
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mother decided to find a room for herself and her baby removed from her
parents’ home in Pitreavie Road. Mother would not have taken that decision
lightly. The times had made adults as tough as nails and inconvenience counted
for less than nothing. You couldn’t buy ration coupons to dispel it. Besides,
finding a furnished room in Portsmouth with rapid access to an anderson shelter
was more precious than gold and becoming scarcer after every stick of bombs.
Grandma Parker had grounds for depression apart from her mastectomy.
Robert and Ada Parker had had five children. Two of them died in the Spanish
’flu pandemic of 1919. Another died of an accident, unspecified, in the 1920s or
’30s. Which of these three were male, which female? I lack names and genders.
Then the Parkers’ remaining son, Robert, was killed piloting a Hurricane in
support of the Army’s withdrawal from Dunkirk in 1940. He is buried in Belgium.
My Uncle Robert was named for his father, as I am named in memory of him.
When this background comes to mind I recall a line by an Oscar Wilde
character, Lady Bracknell—but not with a light heart. To be predeceased by all
five of one’s children must have encroached, death by death, as a whelming
horror of apocalyptic proportions. In November 1943 my mother became the last
of the Parkers’ five children to die.
Some time after Edith Winifred was killed, the Royal Navy took Dad off
the Murmansk Run and posted him in the Port of New York for rest and
recreation. He could do nothing about the domestic situation an ocean away, in
Portsmouth. Between his family and the Navy, his baby was being cared for. So,
convoys continued to assemble and sail east from New York and Halifax without
him. Manhattan was a much more pleasant place to experience R&R than
Murmansk.
Ladies of the English Speaking Union organized and administered this rest
and recreation for officers and men of allied fleets stationed, pending orders, in
New York. Family photos show groups of women cheerfully organizing table
settings or just posing for pictures. I recognize three women in these group shots:
Lucy née Batson Mitton, Lucy’s younger sister, Hazel Lisle Batson, and Helen
Callaghan, a friend of Hazel’s since their days at George Washington High
School.
Recreation involved all sorts of things: meals like banquets (in
photographs), without rationing; wine, “A jolly sight better than torpedo fluid,”
Dad recalled once in his calmest, most reflective tone; the company of women;
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and scenic trips by rail. In the 1930s the R.N. had posted him to the China Station
to modify marine engineering on warships of unusual design, the shallow-draft
but heavy-gunned Insect class. Our family album shows Dad with shipmates up to
their necks in the Yangtze, uniform caps on, everything else off, drinking

from bottles of beer. His train ride along the valley of the Hudson River to
Albany and back courtesy of the E.S.U. was surely more decorous.
In Dad’s case, his brief reprieve from the Battle of the Atlantic involved
falling in love again, with one of the Batson sisters.
I don’t know how long Dad spent in New York. It was surely just weeks
before new orders arrived. He was ordered to a destroyer, in Halifax, Nova Scotia,
to pick up another convoy bound for Murmansk. However, his sojourn in
Manhattan was long enough for a larger purpose: he proposed marriage to Hazel
Lisle Batson.
At war’s end, in August 1945, my soon-to-be stepmother left her family
and her job, packed her steamer trunk and took ship from New York to
Southampton. The couple married in Portsmouth. The event was surely a
bittersweet occasion: Portsmouth was my birthmother’s home town. She had been
dead just two years, and her parents still lived on Pitreavie Road. They attended
what must have been a deliberately low-key ceremony.
Blissfully, I was still possessed of an infant’s mind. It seems I became
mightily anxious at the presence of two women in the household, so Nanny
resigned with sadness (as I would discover later. I would not see her for the next
twenty years.)
MY FATHER’S NEXT POSTINGS were naval bases at Rosyth, then Cumberland, then
Cornwall. I have vague memories of Cumberland, of a mudflat on a dull, low
bank facing north across the Solway Firth to the hills of Dumfries and Galloway.
Our tarred frame bungalow twelve miles west of Carlisle seemed to suck in the
wind between each pair of adjoining planks. Every wind set the house creaking.
The most comfortable place was in front of the large, brass Tilley lamp that
HMS Nuthatch assigned us.
The lamp’s tank took in paraffin through a funnel. Then you had to pump
up pressure in the tank before releasing it slowly through the nozzle. Then came a
spring-loaded collar like a clothes-peg placed around the lamp’s throat. This feltpadded collar was saturated with methylated spirits. You lit this and the meths
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burned with just enough heat for the paraffin vapour to catch fire against the
asbestos wick. At that point the whole assembly began to roast. The asbestos wick
turned white and the lamp began emitting heat as rich as summer sun. The
operation was a bit like stripping, cleaning and reassembling a Bren Gun—except
more dangerous. A stripped Bren Gun does not burn.
The noise, like that of a blowtorch, was distracting, but the smell of
paraffin became my harbinger for warmth. It still is. The smell of kerosene at an
airport transports me to that tarred frame house near the edge of the Solway Firth.
How would a three-year-old know how to work a Tilley lamp? I didn’t. However,
when I started primary school I was considered sufficiently mature to light a
similar Tilley in Grandpa Fripp’s chicken-house on winter nights.
At war’s end, the Navy transferred my father’s engineering skills from
marine applications to aeronautics. He had worked with aircraft before the war.
His surviving resume mentions experience (from 1934) with early models of a
torpedo biplane, the Fairey Swordfish. Despite its nickname—Stringbag—
torpedoes from Swordfish aircraft sank one Italian battleship at Taranto, damaged
two more, and famously halted the Bismarck.
While we were at HMS Nuthatch, Dad decided to get his own pilot’s
licence, flying one of the Navy’s bright yellow Tigermoth trainers. My most vivid
memory of our time in Cumber
land is playing in the garden
with Mother, laughing
and waving skyward while Dad
flew circles above us, rather too
low, waving and waggling his
wings. (His surviving pilot’s
licence is signed by Lord Brabazon, whose name attaches to a large prop-driven
airliner, a “white elephant” that proved too expensive to operate commercially
and was scrapped in 1953.)
“WE’RE IN FOR A BIT OF A BLOW!” Dad make that comment several times in the
two years or so we spent in Cornwall, at Culdrose, up from the Lizard. Call it
either RNAS Culdrose or HMS Seahawk. By any name the place was windswept.
It was also starved for married officers’ housing. The first place we had was
wonderful if you happened to be a small boy. It was a one-room touring caravan
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small enough to have been pulled along narrow lanes before the war behind a car
with a tiny engine. Perhaps six feet wide, our caravan was less than twice that in
length: a doll’s house for real people. Parked on a promontory with other
caravans, the little community was served by a cement blockhouse about fifty feet
away supplying toilets, tubs for washing laundry and a shower. This arrangement
tested Mother—two or three years separated from the comforts of Manhattan. We
hadn’t been lodged in this hutch more than a couple of days when—“We’re in for
a bit of a blow”—a Force 9 attacked (gale force on the Beaufort Scale). It seemed
to lock onto us, its winds backing and fetching for several days. At Force 9 a
Venturi effect kicks in, with the wind sucking our tiny room up on its road springs
and dropping it again, setting the whole capsule rocking. Dad, when he wasn’t at
the office in Helston, was perfectly comfortable. He had been at sea on agile ships
for twenty years; he was probably satisfied to know that we didn’t expect a
torpedo. Thrown up and down and rocked around on a Cornish hillside, it was
Mother who got seasick.
When the storm abated things got better fast. Dad ordered a bosun’s
inspection “chop-chop”, after which the bosun’s crew did what a bosun’s crew
does best: the men threw cables over our caravan, lashing it down until it rode out
storms shipshape and Bristol fashion. We lurched more gently after that.
By this time I was four. It was high time to add personal mobility to my
life as a naval camp-follower. A bicycle suitable for the smallest of women was
soon signed out from the WREN stores and I rode this rust-red thing proudly
around Culdrose for quite a few months before trouble struck.
Trouble arrived in the shape of the all too tempting runway. I was
forbidden from riding on it, of course, but the hummock grass, sea-pinks and
potholes around the base limited my cycling, so one day I risked the runway.
Unfortunately that was when a number of aircraft came in to land. From time to
time pilots practised landing at Culdrose as if the runway were a carrier’s deck.
The runway was marked for such manoeuvres.
One imagines the scene: Coming in to land on a virtual carrier a pilot gets
a sudden image of a small boy wobbling along the edge of the runway on a bike
that is clearly too big for him. That first view must have been followed by rapid
radio traffic, anxious glances at fuel gauges and rapid pulling away.
All I knew of the incident was that a car sped out of nowhere with its
mechanical bell jangling and siren screaming, before a large bloke sprang out and
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hauled me straight up in the air off my bike, giving my ear a mighty clip. I never
heard what sort of bollocking Dad received that day. After that my WREN’s bike
disappeared.
Ah well. It was time to bid our lashed-down caravan adieu. Mother found
space in a curiously shaped house in Mullion Cove. The upper floor was for rent,
so we moved in. One look at the dimensions was enough to christen the building
Noah’s Ark. After the caravan, Noah’s Ark seemed to offer space worthy of a
palace. Its frontage ran along the street that fetched up at the harbour, and the
uphill end of the building had an external flight of solid concrete steps that
climbed to the second floor. Those were our steps, we being the upstairs tenants.
Mother made friends in Mullion Cove, often during her frequent walks
along the cliffs to the south. I recall an elderly lady. She was blind, but not
intimidated by the fact that the path along the cliff-top was not fenced. The
trodden path separated her from the drop by just a foot or so of vegetation
including a glorious growth of sea-pinks bordering the edge of the hard, packed
soil.
During the first post-war years my father was assigned to teaching aircraft
mechanics and maintenance. This he did conscientiously, failing rather more
candidates than he passed. Pilots’ lives were at stake. The rate at which he failed
candidates bunged up official schedules but, despite orders, he refused to increase
his pass rate sufficiently to satisfy brass hats. He was shifted. Back to sea. If this
was supposed to be a demotion, it proved to be the opposite. The Royal Navy’s
newest aircraft carrier,
HMS Vengeance, had
been launched during
the last months of war
and was still undergoing
sea trials in coastal
waters. My father, with
his combination of
marine and aeronautical engineering skills, was just the man to command the
engineering effort on this behemoth of a ship, and its planes.
Happily, since the Vengeance was still restricted to coastal waters we saw
more of Dad than we expected.
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There came a day when Vengeance anchored off the Cornish coast, and
families of crew members were invited aboard for a party and dance to celebrate
the end of the ship’s shakedown cruise. I don’t remember where Mother and I had
to go in order to board Vengeance, but when we arrived it was clear that bosuns’
crews had been busy.
The Navy had borrowed a small fleet of landing craft from the Royal
Marines, and work-parties had made these vaguely weather-proof. That’s to say
they were rather less uncomfortable than they might have been for women clad in
heels and evening dresses, and their children. The landing craft were even tarted
up with roofs of canvas sailcloth to repel the rain and spray. Perhaps it was the
first time out for some of these vessels since they had survived the Normandy
beaches. Hearing a male voice make that suggestion, I spent the half-hour of our
outbound trip with my fingers exploring under duckboards in a fruitless search for
ammunition.
Then we had to climb the starboard hull of the Vengeance. Davits
supported cables from which a flight of steps hung down along the hull. Sailors
and wrens hoisted children out of landing craft onto the lowest steps while, helped
by seamen, the women made it from the bucking landing craft onto the steps and
started after their children. Even if the passage of decades fogs my recollection of
that evening, I remember it vividly: that manual hoist, across and up, rising past
the reach of the sloshing Atlantic; encouraging words from a seaman with a
luxuriant beard; the sight of the steps ahead through which shone reflections off
water from lamps rigged all the way down to light our way.
In years distant from that night I would sometimes hear, or sing, the words
of Psalm 130: “De profundis clamavit ad te Domine. / Domine exaudi voce
meam!” (Out of the deep I call unto thee, O Lord. / Lord, hear my voice.) Hearing
that never fails to recall our halting passage up the steps rigged along the
starboard hull of the Vengeance. When, for the first time, I heard that passage
chanted in a composition by Vangelis, The Monastery of La Rabida, my shock of
recognition was such that I struggled to breathe.
The ascent up that ship seemed endless, monstrous. Lights, calls and
commands followed from the light-brightened water below. The occasional
bosun’s whistle met an officer’s arrival. Emptied of passengers, landing craft
gamboled in the swell, engines accelerating away. The steps ahead of us seemed
to lead to a great black grotto looming in what turned out to be the hangar-deck.
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The heaving of landing craft gave way to the slighter motion of the Vengeance,
the ship shifting perceptibly, as if of her own volition, her steps and their fenders
squeaking and shrieking against the steel hull.
At last we reached the hangar-deck where temporary sisal matting led the
guests to better things. But here the children stopped. Wrens took over, forming us
in groups and leading us around to examine the planes. I recall the smells, of
aviation fuel, of oil, of grease, of welding torch, lead solder, rubber and workshop.
Here stood squadrons of planes with wings folded up as if at prayer in a vastseeming darkness of space. This was Dad’s workshop. The hangar-deck on
Vengeance was his to command.
Much later I came to understand some of his challenges on that ship. The
Royal Navy was the first to develop working steam catapults for take-off, angled
flight decks and, beyond my father’s purview, an effective optical landing system.
The service was shifting from carrier-based propellor planes to jets, and early
carrier-based jets had slower acceleration on take-off than did props. They were
heavier. They needed more fuel. Workshop and hangar space shrank to make
room for fuel storage, fire walls and enhanced fire-control systems. The shift to
jets placed increasing emphasis on steam-catapults to lift planes off the deck, and
safety demanded new levels of teamwork. Catapults were dangerous. They could
decapitate a man. Dad told me with typical understatement, “Catapults made hard
work!”
None of that did I learn on this strange night. A Royal Marines band struck
up and the adults began to drink and dance. After the children’s tour of impressive
machinery and folded aircraft our end of the hangar-deck went quiet. We had
biscuits—and precious, rationed chocolate—with milk, juice, and bed on thin
mattresses with official Navy blankets ticklish as hair-shirts. Wrens watched over
us. Even before this night I understood the concept of angels: they were women
clad in Navy blue.
When I came to, I was in a sailor’s arms, being carried down the steps to a
waiting landing-craft. I must have asked for Mummy, because I heard the man
say, “No, son, I’m not your Mum. She’s right behind.” So she was. That was that.
Goodnight, Vengeance, and Goodbye.
I went back to sleep.
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1947-’48: Dad’s posting shifted, from Royal Naval Air Station (R.N.A.S.)
Culdrose in Cornwall, to R.N.A.S. Yeovilton, Somerset. We took a tiny white
cottage among other tiny white cottages in the village of West Coker for some
months. I recall little: womb-like warmth in the little coal-fueled kitchen; draughts
and frigid rooms elsewhere; the near-sacred importance of a hot water bottle. I
recall a conversation between my elders on the subject of rationing—how it
served to camouflage poverty in a place that was more a hamlet than a village at
that time. There were two Cokers. West Coker had a much more famous twin,
East Coker, and these two hamlets had been sharing half their name at least since
the Domesday Book of 1086. Later I discovered that T.S. Eliot had written a
significant poem, East Coker, (Where he is buried). Eliot describes “… the deep
lane / Shuttered with branches, dark in the afternoon, / Where you lean against a
bank while a van passes, / And the deep lane / insists on the direction / Into the
village …” Thus far, Eliot was correct. The thousand-year-old lane ran narrow
and deep between its villages and between its banks, but there was more. Why did
Eliot not record it? For me, West Coker was a constant, unbreaking sound, a
sepulchral hum or a mournful soughing as winds rehearsed a rising and falling
wake in telephone wires strung along that narrow lane. In my life’s recall, that
sound in that place was among the very few that never seemed to stop.
1949, summer: Mother and I are watching The Red Shoes in the cinema on the
Queen Elizabeth. This is my second trip to Mother’s family in New York. The Red
Shoes pops up in my memory from time to time. I see vivid red, of course, and a
field of blue. Blue and slate grey. The colour is fantastic, a saturated fantasy, most
likely the British producers’ subconscious postwar release from blackouts, khaki,
and warships’ drab grey. I would later learn that The Red Shoes was a triumph for
Technicolor. A ballerina is dancing in front of Greek columns. Around and
around. Fate is not serving her well.
Mother is riveted to the screen. This summer trip to New York with its interlude
of modest prosperity on the Upper West Side is a blissful reprieve from her
travails in England: it’s her escape from ration cards, clothing coupons, her hunt
for small, damp rooms and the spite of too many hard-pressed women prejudiced
against a supposedly well-off Yank. In Britain we still wander, searching for
short-term lodgings. Dad’s postings from naval base to naval base used to include
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Scotland and the Borders. Fortunately that era has ended, and we are now reduced
to southern England only.
One problem with ration cards was that one could not stay in a hotel for
longer than three days without handing one’s personal cards over to hotel
management. Hence Mother’s constant quest for short-term accommodation. By
1947 we were in Cornwall, looking for walls and a roof near R.N.A.S. Culdrose,
then West Coker near R.N.A.S. Yeovilton, and eventually to Shillingstone, Dorset.
If only Dad’s latest posting would settle the matter, but officers’ housing was
scarce and rooms were scarcer.
Frames from The Red Shoes lodge in my head. We follow, chasing a
furnished room or evading damp, like that freighted ballerina played by Moira
Shearer, dancing and running. (The trigger for this paragraph? A column in the
New York Times today, 8th November, 2009, suggests a new production of the
film.)
Three months have passed since I wrote the previous paragraph. Now, the
current edition of The New Yorker (8th February, 2010) offers a review of the new
The Red Shoes in which the reviewer discovers a truth that I, who was present on
several levels sixty-two years earlier, had somehow missed. Had I but known it all
those years ago, Mother and I were watching a movie that was severely rejected
in its native Britain, but which was shortly—perhaps via the very print we
watched mid-Atlantic—about to start a triumphant two-year New York run in the
Bijou Theatre at 45th Street and Broadway. The New Yorker’s reviewer describes
The Red Shoes treating art, “not as sedative and diversionary but as hard and
supercharged.” Yes, yes, yes. That’s right, now I think of it! I wrote earlier—
before I read this review—about a possible “post-war release from drab grey.”
The reviewer is correct when he writes, “No wonder Britain, still rationed in
color, food and feeling in the wake of an exhausting war, could not cope with
what the movie proposed.” So that was why Mum’s reaction, unbridled
enthusiasm to the point of tears, was the direct opposite to the indifference that
greeted the film’s British release. The Red Shoes claimed her, struck her as an
opiate, as total release! She was escaping three years in post-war England to
spend a few summer months among the comforts and pleasures of her native city.
1949, summer: We are returning to England on this passage. This time it’s either
the Queen Mary or the Mauretania. Mother had bought two half-hundredweight
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bags of sugar in New York to take back to England. They stood against the hull
under the porthole in our cabin. How many hundreds of weekly ration coupons for
a family of three did those bags represent? I recall her touching them, her sense of
pride, her anticipation of a creature-comfort and of Dad’s happy surprise.
Then it happened. We were out of our cabin when the steward made up the bunks.
Someone left the porthole screw turned half-ajar. A freak wave soaked Mum’s
sugar, making it useless. God, how she mourned, as if for a death.
1949: When I was five, it was clear that the steel footbridge across the River Stour
at Shillingstone, Dorset marked the centre of the universe. It formed the hub and
the still point of being. Grassy ramparts of the great Iron Age hill forts on Hod
Hill and Hambledon Hill loured over that bridge from the east and southeast; on
the opposite side, there sat Shillingstone Hill carrying its Stone Age Ridgeway
track. From our garden, when the sun set in December, it seemed to roll neatly
down the Maerridge slope of Okeford Hill, elegantly seeming to roll down the
slope through an azimuth angle of nearly fifteen degrees (one hour) without
actually setting until it reached the trough at the bottom. That brought each solar
year to a close. For six and more millennia, humans had trodden that ridge.
Patterns of passage seemed neatly designed.
But that was when I was five, and naïf. Turning six I started school in the
‘Infants’ class at Shillingstone Primary under the stern, no nonsense tutelage of
Miss Meadway. I rapidly became much more urbane. (I had seen the world for the
second time that summer in the shape of New York City. No one else in my class
had gawped with wonder into windows at B. Altman & Co., Macy’s and
Bloomingdale’s. The contrast with Dorset’s hay fields and thatch was surreal,
unbridgeable. The experience itself became a voyage into a virtual, mystical
world on a distant edge of space.)
O shut up! That’s much too posh. Let’s face it; I was a precocious little
bugger.
Going to and from school four times a day, my walks revised my cosmos.
Perhaps I was beginning to gain some sense of stability, if not yet security. There
was distant Manhattan, of course, but that was a far-flung star. My personal
cosmos shifted until its axis revolved around Shillingstone’s medieval market
cross. That seemed logical. On our several ways home we children ran around and
around its plinth while clinging to the central sandstone shaft. One sees centuries‘A LIFE IN THIN SLICES’ || COPYRIGHT ROBERT FRIPP 2012 || 13 of 27

worth of foot-worn channels in the trodden stone. After rain they accumulate
puddles. Return the next day and the puddles are smaller but animated with tiny
copepods and rotifers dropped off birds’ feet and swimming around. To watch this
display of life-birth-apparent was as exotic as studying Altman’s windows, and far
more routine. No wonder the notion of spontaneous life persisted into the
nineteenth century. What a wonderful way to discover one’s world.
Then I grew up, struggled for scholarships, won entry to posh boarding
schools and a university; met, loved, married and moved with Carol, passed
through stages of exile, saw a bit more of the world, spent one winter in Montreal
and fled to Toronto. After that I came to discern (and discriminate among)
material and spiritual worlds more clearly. Now that I am approaching seventy, I
can attest that the centre of my still-growing cosmos lies nowhere near
Shillingstone’s market cross. No, it lies five miles southeast of Shillingstone, near
the Corn Exchange in Blandford, where I learned the Dorset dialect by listening to
old men on market day. That’s the physical centre. As for the spiritual centre, that
is the thorn bush-clad bank beside the old dew pond on Shillingstone Hill.
Starting school at Shillingstone Primary in 1949 was not altogether trouble-free.
In New York the charming barber at 108th and Broadway, Mr Castor, an émigré
from Nottingham, had given me a crew cut, standard issue for young American
boys at the time. But, back in England I was ostracized by some and mocked by
many. In England, scalping a boy was the first response against head-lice. Ah, but
I had seen the promised land, New York City, and my fellows had not. That was
worth taking occasional beatings and delivering worse. I learned to fight, and win.
February 6th, 1952: King George VI died in the night. I woke to a gray, overcast
day, well-matched to the drone of sombre commentary and solemn music on the
BBC Home Service. I had spent much of a decade trailing around naval bases and
naval air stations in my father’s wake, seeing in every office a framed, glazed
photo of the king. To me, that standard photo of King George resembled Dad. At
this remove I can say that objectively. There was more than a slight resemblance,
except that the king wore a chest-full of undeserved (it seemed to me) medals and
his sleeves were stiff with gold stripes to his elbows. And Dad, with twenty-eight
years at sea in war and peace? Same uniform. Just two and a half stripes.
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The king’s death should not have affected an eight-year-old boy in North Dorset,
but it did. Unconsciously, I must have identified my father closely with that
standard office photo of the monarch, so that the passing of the nation’s temporal
divinity struck me as the loss of a parent. Messages of homage and regret from
distant heads of Empire seeped through our house on the crackling, shifting
amplitudes of radio waves. I adjusted our big Kolster-Brandes ER30 radio to tune
in short wave frequencies, but that only exaggerated the sense of distance,
separation, loss. (Mother and I were accomplished at tuning those straining,
straying frequencies so we could monitor the shipping forecasts when Dad was at
sea.)
I was alone for some hours that day. I sat on the side of my parents’ bed, fearful,
as if a world had suddenly reached its end.
During my first decade, the Fates developed a habit of smacking me around in
weird, sometimes remarkable, but not always unpleasant ways. I said above that
King George’s death should not have affected an eight-year-old boy. Within
months it did so, directly. Here’s how.
1952: Westminster Abbey, Salisbury Cathedral, and a snake:
Ah yes. Well… The chain of events from the death of King George to this
next piece of prose unravels slowly but its links are firm.
By the late 1940s, my family was wondering: What do we do with Robert
after primary school? British education at the time placed its faith in the ElevenPlus examination. A child took that exam at the age of eleven to determine
whether he or she would be assigned to a Secondary school, where one might
learn a trade, or go to a more challenging, academic Grammar school, which
might lead to university. The psychologist Cyril Burt was prominent among the
consultants who had developed the Eleven Plus. Unfortunately, Burt is still
considered by many to have been an intellectual rogue who invented many of the
fifty-one supposed sets of twins on whom he published his “research”, his
“results”, his conclusions.
One of Burt’s propositions was that privileged children in private
elementary schools did better in tests than less-privileged children in ordinary
state or church elementary schools. He concluded that this difference was not
learned; it was innate. Burt also enthusiastically adopted eugenics, from Francis
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Galton himself. Eugenics would attain its zenith, or its nadir, in the years of nazi
power. Burt and the Eleven Plus still remain bones of national contention and
controversy. Frankly, the man was class- and caste-ridden in the worst British
sense. No wonder the Tory establishment knighted him. Enough said. In summary,
it was best if a child could avoid that exam.
By now we were living in Shillingstone, with the foundations of a new
house rising in the orchard belonging to my paternal grandfather, William Charles
Fripp. With the Eleven Plus closing in, the adults around me developed plans for
my future education.
The grand lady of the village at the time was Mrs Eveline Tate, who lived
with her husband in Church House and ran Shillingstone as if she were its arbiter
of social mores and good taste. (The Methodists had their own social structure.)
Deeply Conservative, of course. Born in 1886, Mrs Tate was as upright as old
Queen Mary, and more Tory than the county. Her husband, Harry, had served as a
district commissioner in Kenya. His wife’s corresponding claim was that she had
been the first white woman to climb Mount Kilimanjaro. In time she would
inspire my story, Crossing.
It was Mrs Tate who pointed out to Mother that a boy with a modicum of
intelligence could, with some diligence, win a choral scholarship into one of the
great cathedral choir schools. There, a boy would receive an excellent classical
education for a substantially reduced fee in exchange for singing the Almighty’s
praises. (The theory that the Almighty should require his organic creations to
worship him has always struck me as plain silly, but that’s another story. I was
then, and remain, a pragmatist. If I had to sing to get a decent education, so be it.)
With my grandfather in the office of church warden, it was a short step
into the choir stalls of our local parish church, the Church of the Holy Rood,
Shillingstone. During the next three years I learned how to sing; and the
experience instilled a careful frugality. This came about because Grandpa Fripp
passed the collection plate in church, which gave him the opportunity to check the
coin that I dug from my cassock pocket to put in his salver. Every Monday he
would give me a sixpence. The following Sunday he expected that sixpence to
land in his plate.
I sang for three years in the choir of our parish church. Then Mother lined
up auditions for me with the choirmasters at Westminster Abbey and Salisbury
Cathedral. These took place in the early summer of 1952.
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FIRST CAME Westminster Abbey. I recall that we descended steps to a dark, semisubterranean room. Here was no grandeur at all. The day was dry and clear. Not a
hint of London’s infamous pea-soup fogs, which were bad that year. But
everything about the Abbey’s working area was dank. The access reminded one of
an air-raid shelter and the room beyond was darkened by walls of what may have
been linen-fold oak paneling darkened by ages of candle smoke.
Why was this room so full of well-dressed people? I had the presence of
mind to wonder why so many establishment types were assembled to hear a short
parade of eight-year-old boys sing hymns. Having trilled like a lark for three years
in Shillingstone’s Church of the Holy Rood, Westminster Abbey’s vocal audition
was not much of a challenge. First, I was asked to sing a hymn that I had chosen
and rehearsed:
“All things bright and beautiful,
All creatures great and small,
All things wise and wonderful,
The Lord God made them all...”
Why that hymn? A wonderful Welsh widow who taught me piano had
suggested it. “The melody is straightforward,” Mrs Bridgeman had said, “but it
demonstrates the singer’s command of a soprano’s full range.” The score bobbles
up and down like a seismograph trace in an earthquake. “Sing it well,” she
advised, “and they won’t need to hear any more.”
But they did need more. The assembled worthies in this seeming crypt
were in no rush to shout “Next!” and move on. The choirmaster—perhaps Dr.
William McKie himself—handed me a sheet of music and asked me to sight-read
the score. Next, I had to read some Latin verses from a psalm. I don’t recall what
happened after that.
Weeks later, we received a letter. I had passed my vocal audition, and I
would be accepted as a chorister in Westminster Abbey’s choir, subject to one
additional meeting. That meeting would not take place in Westminster, but in each
candidate’s home. To that end, a distinguished couple, the Headmaster and his
wife, came to our house to inspect Mother and me in situ. No doubt other
dignified persons were visiting the homes of others who had passed the vocal test.
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This sort of second-go-around had never happened before, our visitors
announced apologetically. It was unique to the candidates of 1952. At first our
visitors’ intentions were cryptic indeed. All they did was sit with us and chat.
The fly in Westminster Abbey’s ointment eventually came clear: The King
was dead. Long live the Queen! The intake of new choristers in September 1952
would sing Queen Elizabeth’s Coronation in June the following year. The
Coronation would run three hours. With that in mind, it dawned that this second
examination of chorister-candidates had more to do with a boy’s deportment than
with his vocal cords. Could an eight-year-old sit still for three hours without
fidgeting? That was the test.
Late in the proceedings I was dismissed and sent outside to play. I have
known the acre of land around our house in Shillingstone for more than sixty
years. Arable, meadow and orchard, our acre is rich. Perhaps too rich. My eyes
were still adjusting to sunlight when I spotted motion close to my foot, beneath a
bush. For a moment I thought I must have trodden on a large, reddish-brown
worm, causing it to thrash around. I bent to look and my hand was already
reaching when the hair on my neck began to rise even before my brain engaged a
gear: “That’s no worm!” it told me. “You’re looking at an adder’s tongue!” Never
before that day, and never since, had I come so close to treading on Britain’s only
venomous snake. The pattern of linked black diamonds running along the viper’s
back was clear. The adder was sensing the air with its forked tongue in rapid
motion when I became aware of it. A moment later the snake was moving, fast. So
was I, running back to the house and shouting a warning through the door.
O well, singing the Coronation service would have been an extraordinary
experience, but some events may come into a life as reprieve in disguise.
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The choirmaster at Salisbury Cathedral, Douglas Guest, accepted me as a
chorister with no fuss at all. Guest had spent his war as an artillery officer and was
still in the habit of reaching decisions fast and drilling his choristers firmly. Of my
audition at Salisbury I recall only that I sang my winning card—“All things bright
and beautiful”—to Douglas Guest alone and he accepted me then and there.
Sixty years later I ponder that snake. The timing was uncanny. Was the
beast real or a manifestation of spirit? A veridical dream? It was as clear as any
‘real’ image can be. Decades later, long after I settled in Canada and produced
some public affairs television involving aboriginal peoples, I wrote a book about
Animism and shamanic practices. Spirit in Health includes a section on “power
animals”.
I compare the dank, cramped stone of Westminster Abbey with the thirteen
acres of grass, shrubs and a little lake enclosed within the medieval wall of the
Cathedral Close at Salisbury. Look at any one of John Constable’s several
versions of Salisbury Cathedral from the Bishop’s Ground (1831). Constable
painted this scene several times with different clouds and moods to satisfy his
patron, Bishop John Fisher (lower left foreground, in black). When a canvas in
this series satisfied Constable he painted a tiny cabbage-white butterfly near the
Fisher family in the lower left corner. Some canvases show this butterfly, some do
not. This picture does. See the white wings near bottom left in the detail shot?

But I digress! Constable’s scene was our playground in the 1950s. It
remains a playground. Regarding that snake I conclude that a benevolent ens
made the correct choice on which school I should attend.
SO, HERE COMES Salisbury Cathedral School, where I spent five years of
indentured servitude, from 1952 to 1957, singing eight services and seven
rehearsals a week. I weathered the many experiences (which, in my case, were
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more spiritually, than physically, toughening), although one was aware that
parents did withdraw some boys from the school. Let’s just say: the general
environment included elements from Tom Brown’s School Days, but the collegial
climate was no more bestial than any other school of its type. It just wasn’t the
right sort of place for some gentle souls.
While I was busily singing my way through my scholarship, the school
and its occupants became an unwitting model for William Golding, who wrote his
novel Lord of the Flies (1955) about the inmates of a choir school. Golding was
teaching at Bishop Wordsworth’s School, which was separated from us only by a
common wall. Wikipedia states: “Lord of the Flies is a novel by Nobel Prizewinning English author William Golding about a group of British boys stuck on
an uninhabited island who try to govern themselves, with disastrous results.”
Wikipedia cites another passage describing the book as dealing “with an
unsuccessful struggle against barbarism and war, thus showing the moral
ambiguity and fragility of civilization.” Good heavens! Really? That was us. My
friend Eric Koch reminds me that, “Lord of the Flies is a metaphor for a larger,
troubled society. I’m sure Eric is correct. I just accepted my existence there as
standard British prep school fare. However, Golding surely knew whereof he
wrote: As a naval officer he had commanded a landing ship on D-Day. I wrote
that I gained much experience at Salisbury. That included having time to observe
the cathedral inside and out during its many weathers and moods. Most of my
internal observations came unbidden during sermons, lessons or the more tedious
passages from modern oratorios. Valuable stuff, these recollections. Twenty-five
years later, in Toronto, I wrote this passage into the draft of a novel:
“The bride comes on, steadily, a white wraith against grey limestone and
the polished black of Purbeck marble columns. The cathedral’s elegance is
one of proportion, of subtleties in masonry, of contrast between light and
shade, its austerity at this moment serving to focus all attention on the
person of its bride. Even without the white satin of her dress the building’s
interior generates the black and grey of a harlequin playing at chiaroscuro,
the sun imposing long shadows and reflections in the transept-crossing
through which [she] soon will pass. This effect fascinated J.M.W. Turner,
who rendered Salisbury Cathedral’s internal moods even as John
Constable, working in the bishop’s garden, managed to capture its
weather-temperament. Now, in the afternoon, the sun at [the bride’s] back
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dashes shadow before her from the lancet windows in the great west
front.” [Copyright Robert Fripp 2013]
My poor heroine takes perhaps three pages to reach the altar rail, from the great
west door via the nave and the chancel. Meanwhile, those pages record the guts of
the nave, from floor to pillars to triforium to clerestory, all down pat.
Those threads twine into a causative strand that started me channeling the
character of Eleanor of Aquitaine decades later in order to write her memoirs. Part
of that strand was this: Salisbury Cathedral School was founded in 1091 and its
first known graduate (Class of 1129) was John of Salisbury, a leading twelfth
century theologian and a presence at Henry II’s and Eleanor of Aquitaine’s courts.
John disapproved of Eleanor. Later, John of Salisbury would witness Thomas
Becket’s murder in Canterbury Cathedral.
Ghosts. Many ghosts. But, in the south of England, where eight thousand
years of settlement are graven into the land, the deeds and misdeeds of
Henry II, Thomas Becket, King John, Richard Lionheart and their mother
Eleanor almost call for the present tense. They are close, even intimate.
Novelist John Fowles, who wrote the foreword for my book “Let There Be
Life” (Amazon.com), remarked in his novel “Daniel Martin” that a man
writes best who is not afraid to restrain the feminine part of his brain (yin),
but aspires to park his gender beside his name on the title page. Hence
my take on Eleanor of Aquitaine. Reader Lani Lila of Chico, California,
writes of “Power of a Woman” that, “[It is] so vividly expressed from the
mouth of a wise and passionate woman. Reading Fripp’s words, and a
man’s at that, I am amazed at his stunning ability to bring to life this
woman.”
Ah, but what is the minor chasm of gender when set against the great
gorge of time and events that separates us: eight lost centuries and a
wholly different mindset divide us from the anxieties, terrors and joys
inflicting the life-span and life-space of our magnificent Eleanor. [© Robert
Fripp, 2010.]
But I digress again. Get used to it.
Getting locked into Salisbury Cathedral one night may have moved me to
write “Power of a Woman” decades later. The experience was freezing,
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dark, vast, medieval, and animated by slight sounds amplified by echoes
reflected off four hundred and forty-two running feet of high-vaulted stone.
Then came morning, when the sun burst through the (former) eastern
windows in the Lady Chapel, bringing mental relief before someone
unlocked the vault to bring spatial release and return to the 1950s.

Clarendon: a visit to old ghosts:
Constitutional lawyers and historians in English-speaking countries may
find the name “Clarendon Palace” or “Clarendon Lodge” familiar. From 1164 to
1166 this medieval palace, several miles from Salisbury, echoed with heated
arguments in Norman French. Those debates marked the birthing pains of what
historians call England’s first constitution.
I walked among Clarendon’s ruins once, one of sixteen small boys in gray
flannel shirts and uniforms, with blue ties and matching caps. We were the
choristers of Salisbury Cathedral in the mid-1950s, kept in school to sing
Christmas or Easter services after the other boys had gone home for the holidays.
During these extra days in school, teachers took us on outings. Hence our day-trip
to Clarendon’s ruins.
My memory of that day has me walking the length of what had been the
king’s hall, eight hundred years before. I tried to keep to the few remaining brown
floor tiles set with yellow heraldic and beastly designs. Those surviving tiles were
interspersed by clumps of bramble big as haystacks, jumbles of nettle, willowherb and ragged-robin.
In the twelfth century, Clarendon was indeed a palace. In 1166, King
Henry II reformed English justice here (The Clarendon Assize). But it is the
events of 1164 which trigger my memory among this decay. At the end hidden
under brambles, King Henry II once sat on the king’s bench, shouting invective at
his erstwhile friend and chancellor, Thomas Becket, whom the king had foolishly
appointed to be his intransigent archbishop of Canterbury.
At Clarendon in 1164, Henry set out to curb the power of Church courts.
In one of my books, Power of a Woman, Henry’s queen-consort, Eleanor of
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Aquitaine, explains: “More than two men in ten pleaded exemption from our
royal courts by virtue of their claims to be in holy orders. Rascals of all stripes
claimed the Church’s protection. Better a dozen Paternosters than a whipping!
Better six hundred Hail Marys than a noose!” The king’s law could be evaded as
long as its reach was constrained. “Before the king’s law could be seen to be just,”
adds Eleanor, “the mesh in the net had to be of one size.”
My head dreamed up Queen Eleanor’s words fifty years after my visit to
the ruins at Clarendon.
That long-ago day—I refer to King Henry’s and Becket’s presence there in
the twelfth century, not to mine in the twentieth—sowed the seed for several
tragedies, constitutional and personal. Henry had insisted that his nine year old
son and heir, Young Henry, should sit with him on the king’s bench, as if father
and son jointly judged Becket. Becket was Young Henry’s godfather, tutor,
advisor, protector and friend; Young Henry and his betrothed had lived for several
years in Becket’s household with Becket in loco parentis. Possibly the boy never
recovered emotionally from this event. His short life mixed arrogance with tragic
failings.
Constitutional separation between Church and state found wings on that
day, between walls long since levelled. Young Henry’s mother, Eleanor, described
another rift: “In that instant Young Henry watched the love between his father and
his mentor rend like the veil of the Temple. Poor boy. He never healed. What a
sad breach. So signal. So complete. It was there that our Angevin future cankered
and started to die.”
Enough of Clarendon.
Stonehenge:
It’s a Sunday, an early summer day in the mid-1950s. I’m still at boarding school
in Salisbury, and Dad was working as an engineer for Fisons Ltd. at its Bourne
factory, near Cambridge. Occasionally my parents made the long drive down from
our rented house, a tight, cold little cube of brick in Harston, to take me out for a
picnic lunch. I got sprung between Matins and Evensong, so we drove to
Stonehenge, a few miles from Salisbury. Dad pulled the wheels of our beige Ford
Consul (a company car, registration HHV 737) onto the grassy bank of the A303.
He helped Mother across a ditch and a broken cattle fence and she opened our
lunch basket on the Altar Stone. Just like that! Stonehenge was then a jumble of
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stones, ditches and banks abandoned in prehistory, and few people in the living
world gave a toss about the place. Too many British towns still needed rebuilding.
The surface of the Altar Stone was as refreshingly sun-warmed as the air was
cool. Only Friesen cows were interested in us. They got crusts and apple cores.
Dateline Canford School, September 1957:
We paraded three-deep, facing John of Gaunt’s kitchen. The “right shower” that
was our group of first-term Canfordians might have been extras in a Carry On
film as we shambled into a platoon for our first Combined Cadet Force (CCF)
parade.
Earlier, Corporal Cousins had lined us up in the Armoury to hand out illfitting kit and boots. The ticket on my bundle read, ‘Battle dress, surplus, cadets,
male, for the use of’. ‘Surplus’ sounded intriguing. We searched our khaki for
bullet holes.
Drawn up in shrunken or baggy uniforms, we prepared for inspection.
First came the sharp click of an officer’s heels advancing along the lines, pausing
from time to time to make pointed comments about brasses, boots and blanco
before moving on. After what seemed like an age the officer, Lieutenant S.
Pantlin, R.N., followed by Regimental Sergeant Major James, stopped before the
cadet to my left (a good friend at Canford and ever since). The officer’s heels
described a precise right turn. His left eye carefully quizzed the sorry specimen
before him.
“You didn’t shave this morning, boy.”
“I don’t shave yet, Sir.”
“You do now!” The inspecting officer turned on his heel again, ignored me
and moved on.
That was my introduction to Lt. S. Pantlin, R.N. (Ret’d), O/C Canford
School Naval Combined Cadet Force. That was all any of us would learn about
Lt. Pantlin during our time at school. Even his initial was a source for speculation.
We called him ‘Plug’ because he had served in the Yangtze Basin. (Most of my
life would pass before I learned that he had been wounded at the battle of Jutland,
hence the splinter that cost him his right eye.)
Long after I left Canford I discovered that Lt. Pantlin ran through my
personal history. Briefly, after my birth mother was killed in 1943, my family and
Portsmouth’s naval community immediately rallied around. Despite the family’s
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mourning, the attitude was very much the standard: “Keep Calm and Carry On”.
I’m told that within two hours a charming lady, Kate Bryan, arrived at my
grandparents’ house. A quiet, take-charge woman, she became my nanny for the
next two years. The Navy paid her wages.
By the early 1970s, Nannie was looking after daughters of the Canadian
Equerry to the Court of St. James. When the de Lotbinìere family returned to
Ottawa, Nannie went with them. That gave her the opportunity to take the train to
Toronto and visit my wife and me from time to time. She told me things I had
never known and will never forget: The first, “You never missed a feeding, dear. I
got there right away!” The second, “I used to sing Welsh hymns to you in the
Parkers’ anderson shelter to drown the ack-ack.” Her third comment left me
stunned: “I always knew what you were doing at Canford School. Sidney always
told me when we met.”
“Sidney”? I was nearly thirty when I discovered that Nannie was Sidney
Pantlin’s cousin, and that my commanding officer at Canford had materially
affected my life—twice. Stationed in Portsmouth, when he heard the news of my
mother’s death he hurried to my grandparents’ home on Pitreavie Road—
apparently he had served with my grandfather on H.M.S. Repulse in 1924—to
offer condolences and practical help. With my grandparents’ consent, he
summoned his cousin, Kate Bryan, to my crib. Lt. Pantlin not only brought a
nanny to me within hours. Fourteen years later, when my father’s application to
Canford School went missing, he interceded with the headmaster to ensure me a
place. I owe a great man a great deal.
1961. Friday, October 6th:
God Almighty, Providence can smile! After leaving Canford a year early, I was
free to accompany Mother to New York in the summer of 1961. 1961-’2 would be
my gap year, thirty years before such things became fashionable. Money was
tight, but Dad no longer had to find school fees.
In New York, Mother’s sister, Lucy Mitton, had managed the Willard Gallery
since the end of the war. One of the gallery’s artists, Dorothy Dehner, held a
dinner party for Lucy and Mother. I was invited. Here were three women in their
fifties, and our hostess anticipated that I would have no one to talk to. Then she
recalled that her friend Cipe Pineles, who had remarried that year, to Will Burtin,
had suddenly acquired an eighteen year-old daughter, Will’s daughter, Carol. So
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Dorothy found Carol Burtin’s telephone number in Manhattan and invited her to
dinner, too, to keep me company.
This was inconvenient for Carol. On Fridays she took the bus home to Rockland
County for the weekend. But, as a favour to Dorothy, she accepted.
What happened that evening? Precision is lost, meaning I am still too clobbered to
remember. Impressions remain. But, thinking back more than fifty years I realize
how close I came to losing Carol then and there through apparent indifference or
downright fear. I had gone through Royal Marine combat courses with less
trepidation.
The New Yorker magazine ran a cartoon by George Booth (August 27, 1973) in
which a gormless young man and two frazzled women watch a gorgeous young
woman walk past the steps of their New York brownstone. One of the women is
prompting the bug-eyed boy, “Whistle, you dumb bastard!”
That was me, sitting across the table from Carol Burtin, dumbstruck at Dorothy
Dehner’s dinner for five. In my defence I stress that I had just been sprung from
nine years confinement in all-male boarding schools and some summer cadet
camps. Here I was, barely removed from monastic environments, military drills
and the bucolic wilds of Thomas Hardy’s Dorset, sitting across the table from this
vision of urbane, female sophistication.
In the course of the evening we discovered that Carol had had to learn Italian in
two weeks to work for the U.S. Commerce Department that summer. Commerce
had put her to work as a guide to her father’s “Brain” exhibition at Italia ’61 in
Turin. Then she explained the suit she was wearing: she had bought the brown
corduroy at Liberty’s of London and taken it to Turin in anticipation of having her
suit cut by a tailor in Cologne. (Much later I discovered that the tailor, Herr
Reiling, was a good friend and neighbour of Will Burtin’s family on Geißelstrasse
in Köln-Ehrenfeld, a fine bier mit schnapps connoisseur). The cut of Carol’s suit
that evening—a wide round neck sans collar, three-quarter sleeves over an A-line
skirt hemmed above the knee—was exactly the style in which couturier Oleg
Cassini was wrapping First Lady Jacqueline Kennedy.
Jesus!
I managed to collect my wits by the time we left, having already walked down the
single flight from Dotty’s apartment to Fifth Avenue, where we hailed a cab. That
was the end of the evening, and I might never see Carol again. Mother and Lucy
were already in the cab when some phrase along the lines of “Whistle, you dumb
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bastard!” put its boots to my brain, which in turn shrieked urgently, “Say
something. You could lose her right now!” I was holding the door for Carol who
was bending to get in when I found myself touching her elbow and heard my
voice suggest, “Let’s walk a few blocks.” She agreed.

1962, Christmas at
1963, the big snow.
stuff, stuff, stuff
Up a creek without a paddle, 1975: Walking along a Toronto street one day I
noticed a cotter pin (split pin) on the sidewalk and picked it up. It would come in
handy to fix our son’s tricycle. Two weeks later I was in the North West
Territories directing a CBC film crew in Wood Buffalo National Park. We were
out in a large freight canoe (a Montreal canoe) motoring up a river when, crashchurn-churn, the prop hit gravel and slipped off the driveshaft. It took just seconds
to realize that we didn’t have a paddle in the boat, and we were way downstream
from camp. It’s when you stop that the black-flies crowd around. Four of us
weren’t about to portage a freight canoe several miles upstream with bush on both
banks. We managed to find the prop in the shallow water, but no cotter pin until,
lo and behold, I had my change-purse in my pocket, complete with that new cotter
pin. It fit just right, and got us back to camp.
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